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Fixing it Yourself:
PATCH Commands

S torage administrators employ a number
of powerful tools in their quest to

make the most efficient use of the vast
quantities of disk and tape resources at their
command. Probably the most frequently
used tools are the “data movers” and “data
managers” within DFSMS; that is,
DFSMShsm, DFSMSdss, or their OEM
equivalents such as FDRABR and SAMS.
These products provide a wide range of
functions, from backup and restore to
migration/archive and automatic recall to
volume defragmentation to simple copying
and moving of datasets. These functions are
controlled by an equally wide range of
control statements and options, which
sometimes present a steep learning curve to
the new storage administrator. Choosing the
required control statement and the necessary
parameters for a particular task is like
choosing items from a menu in a Chinese
restaurant – there are a vast number of items,
each with a different flavor, all of which
seem to be written in a foreign language.

Despite this wide selection, some
installations have specific needs that can
not be met using the standard DFSMS
data mover/manager functions. Perhaps
there is a need to alter the functionality of
the product or the way in which it oper-
ates, such as changing the number of
times DFSMShsm should attempt to
recall a dataset, or altering the allocation
characteristics of SYSOUT datasets. If
there are enough users with such needs,
but perhaps not enough to warrant a new
command or keyword, then it is possible
for the installation to order “off-menu”
items via PATCHes. The PATCH command
of DFSMShsm, and similar commands or
“zaps” applied to other products, set bits
that indicate that some sort of special pro-
cessing is required.

Such patches may be for one-time use or
they may be left on permanently in order to
provide a changed default (of course, if left
on, they should be documented so as to min-
imize head-scratching by the next storage
administrator). When DFSMShsm is used as
the DFSMS data manager, patches are pro-
vided by the PATCH command. Once a
PATCH command is issued, it remains in
effect until either DFSMShsm processing

modifies the patch data (e.g., a patch to
change the time control datasets were backed
up is nullified when the control datasets are
again backed up), or more commonly, until
DFSMShsm is stopped and restarted. To
make a PATCH command permanent, it must
be placed in the ARCCMDxx member of the
DFSMShsm PARMLIB dataset, so that it is
executed when DFSMShsm starts. If com-

ments are included in the PARMLIB
member, this has the advantage of making
the PATCH statement self-documenting.

The PATCH command differs somewhat
from the PATCH parameter of the
DFSMShsm FIXCDS command, although
both perform a similar function. While
PATCH changes values in DFSMShsm
control blocks (i.e., in storage), FIXCDS
PATCH changes values in the DFSMShsm
control datasets (the BCDS, MCDS, and
OCDS). Sometimes, both can be used
together to provide necessary function.
Some useful FIXCDS PATCH commands
are documented in APAR II11379.

For DFSMSdss, patches were until
recently applied in the traditional way, via
program IMSPZAP, to the ADRPATCH
CSECT. However, this method is somewhat
cumbersome for a one-time patch, such as
increasing the space allocated when restoring
an extended-format dataset. This increase is
occasionally required since DFSMSdss can-
not always calculate the proper amount of
space needed to restore the dataset (APAR
OW32892). The patch shown in Figure 1
increases the amount of space DFSMSdss
allocates for the restore of extended-format
datasets by 10 percent. Obviously, this patch
should not be left on permanently, but rather
should only be applied when an attempt to
restore an extended-format datasets fails
due to an incorrect space calculation. As of
APAR OW42229, a SET PATCH command
allows patches such as this to be performed
dynamically, eliminating the need to run an
IMASPZAP job to set the patch before
DFSMSdss runs and unset it afterward. The
SET PATCH statement is protected by a
FACILTY class, STGADMIN.ADR.PATCH,
which the storage administrator must have
READ access to, prior to using the SET
PATCH statement.

Choosing the required
control statement
and the necessary
parameters for a

particular task is like
choosing items from a

menu in a Chinese
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a vast number of items,
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flavor, all of which

seem to be written in a
foreign language.
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POPULAR PATCHES

Because patches provide a documented means of obtaining
often-requested functions, the same patch can often be found at
many different installations. For example, a few of the more popular
patches for DFSMShsm include the following:

PATCH .MCVT.+53 BITS(1……)

This patch allows DFSMShsm to ignore the expiration dataset for a
GDG generation (which has the SCRATCH attribute) at the time it
is rolled off, allowing the generation to be deleted even if the
expiration date has not passed.

The following is another pair of useful patches:

PATCH .MGCB.+26 X’FF’
PATCH .BGCB.+24 X’FF’

These patches cause message ARC0734I, which describes
DFSMShsm processing, to be issued for each dataset processed.
This can be useful in debugging problems where DFSMShsm
appears not to be migrating or backing up datasets that should be
migrated or backed up.

Normally, DFSMShsm performs its “automatic” functions, such
as automatic primary space management, automatic backup, and
automatic dump, only once per day. A common question asked by
users new to DFSMShsm processing is how to force DFSMShsm to
perform such processing multiple times per day. This can be done
using patches such as the following:

PATCH .MCVT.+418 X’00004650’

PATCH .MCVT.+414 X’00000000’
PATCH .MCVT.+488 X’00000000’

The first patch command sets the length of a “day” as defined for
DFSMShsm back up to five hours (18,000 seconds, or x’4650’),
thus allowing processing more than once during a real day. The
second set of PATCH commands can be used if automatic primary
space management has already run to completion and it must be run
again, for SMS-managed volumes (the first PATCH) or non-SMS-
managed volumes (the second PATCH). In this case, the SETSYS
PRIMARYSPMGSTART command must be issued to force primary
space management to restart using a new window. The DFSMShsm
Implementation and Customization Guide (GC35-0385) provides
details on using these type of patches to alter when functions such
as backup and migration run, or to change the frequency of interval
migration from once an hour to some other value, such as twice an
hour or every two hours.

Because they are automatic and often unseen unless one is
looking for them, existing DFSMShsm patches in ARCCMDxx
should be periodically reviewed for their usefulness. For example,

a patch at offset x’3C3’ in the MCVT forces the use of software
compression for DFSMShsm volume dumps and ABARS backups.
While this results in a smaller, compressed dump, it also increases
the amount of CPU time required for these functions. Removing
this PATCH may result in an improvement in both CPU and
elapsed time.

Another set of performance-oriented patches suppresses the use
of ALLEXCP and ALLDATA during DFSMShsm full-volume
dump operations. Without ALLEXCP and ALLDATA, only the
used space (rather than all allocated space) is dumped. If many
datasets exist which have never been opened or which have large
amounts of unused space, suppressing these options via the patch in
Figure 2 can decrease the amount of time required for dumping.

A useful patch for DFSMSdss allows DEFRAG to be success-
fully performed against volumes that contain datasets whose names
are in the system linklist. Normally, of course, DFSMSdss will not
move the extents of a dataset which is linklisted, even if it is on a
“cloned” or duplicate volume that does not contain the “real” linklist
dataset. APAR OW43874 introduces a patch byte at offset x’4E’,
which allows the extents of these datasets to move. This patch is
shown in Figure 3.

As is the case with any change that modifies the operation of
DFSMShsm or DFSMSdss, care must be taken to ensure that the
change is made correctly. For DFSMShsm, this means that the
VERIFY operand should be included on the PATCH command to
ensure that the contents of the location being changed are what was
expected. While the DFSMSdss SET PATCH function does not
include a VERIFY operand, the VER statement IMASPZAP can be
used in a step preceding the DFSMSdss job to verify the contents
of the location in ADRPATCH.

Independent software vendors also provide custom patches for
their products. Sometimes these are documented in the manual —
more often, if a function is required which does not seem to exist in
the product but which would be useful, a call to the vendor will
result in the discovery of a custom patch that will allow the needed
operation to take place.

No matter how many control statements, options, and parameters are
available for a program, when it is widely distributed there are almost
always a few users with special needs. The storage administrator who
is aware of the existence and availability of special patches can meet
these needs and keep the enterprise functioning efficiently.  

NaSPA member Steve Pryor is a senior software developer with DTS
Software, Inc., a vendor of enterprise storage management products.
Steve has been involved in software development, storage management,
and disaster recovery for more than 20 years. He can be contacted at
pryor@atlanta.com.

NAME ADRDSSU ADRPATCH          
VER 44 00                  
REP 44 0A

Dynamic PATCH
SET PATCH 44=0A

FIGURE 1: ALLOW DFSMSDSS TO OVERALLOCATE
EF DATASETS BY 10 PERCENT STATIC PATCH 

PATCH .MCVT.+3C3 BITS(1.......) /* suppress ALLEXCP */
PATCH .MCVT.+3C3 BITS(.1......) /* suppress ALLDATA */
PATCH .MCVT.+3C3 BITS(11......) /* suppress ALLEXCP and ALLDATA */

FIGURE 2: DISABLE ALLEXCP OR ALLDATA
DURING FULL VOLUME DUMP 

SET PATCH 4E=FF

FIGURE 3: ALLOW DFSMSDSS TO MOVE LINKLIST EXTENTS 


